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ABSTRACT

One approach to assess the security of embedded IoT devices is applying dynamic analysis such as fuzz testing to their firmware in scale. To this end, existing approaches aim to provide an emulation environment that mimics the behavior of real hardware/peripherals. Nonetheless, in practice, such approaches can emulate only a small fraction of firmware images. For example, Firmadyne, a state-of-the-art tool, can only run 183 (16.28%) of 1,124 wireless router/IP-camera images that we collected from the top eight manufacturers. Such a low emulation success rate is caused by discrepancy in the real and emulated firmware execution environment.

In this study, we analyzed the emulation failure cases in a large-scale dataset to figure out the causes of the low emulation rate. We found that widespread failure cases often avoided by simple heuristics despite having different root causes, significantly increasing the emulation success rate. Based on these findings, we propose a technique, arbitrated emulation, and we systematize several heuristics as arbitration techniques to address these failures. Our automated prototype, FirmAE, successfully ran 892 (79.36%) of 1,124 firmware images, including web servers, which is significantly \( \approx 4.8x \) more images than that run by Firmadyne. Finally, by applying dynamic testing techniques on the emulated images, FirmAE could check 320 known vulnerabilities (306 more than Firmadyne), and also find 12 new 0-days in 23 devices.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Security and privacy → Embedded systems security;  
- Computer systems organization → Firmware.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The number of active Internet of things (IoT) devices is projected to reach 34.2 billion by 2025 [36]. As numerous IoT devices are connected to the Internet [33], they are exposed to cyber threats. For instance, Linux-based IoT devices such as wireless routers and IP cameras are often targeted for large-scale attacks. In the wild, multiple backdoors were discovered from those devices [30, 38], and malware, such as Mirai and Satori, infected over millions of such devices [5, 31, 32, 37].

To address security problems in such numerous IoT devices, researchers have been focusing on analyzing firmware of those devices in scale. Specifically, a stream of studies take an approach to run device firmware in an emulated environment with virtual hardware and then apply dynamic analysis to the firmware [12, 17, 23–25, 57, 60, 64]. With this approach, one can not only analyze firmware dynamically without obtaining hardware but also utilize cloud infrastructure to scale the security analysis. Among many, Firmadyne [17] is the current state-of-the-art firmware emulation framework that aims at enabling large-scale emulation for IoT devices in general by providing a full-system emulation environment.

Problem: discrepancy in the real and virtual environment.

The approach is not a silver bullet in practice because running firmware in a full-system emulation environment often fails due to the inconsistencies between the real and the virtual, emulated environment. Any discrepancies in the emulated environment may lead the firmware execution to an unexpected state, resulting in a failure of emulation and dynamic security analysis. Resolving this emulation discrepancy is challenging because such inconsistencies stem from the wide diversity in IoT device hardware and configurations. Particularly, each of IoT devices equipped with specific hardware devices from a plethora of manufacturers. Moreover, firmware often relies on the configuration vectors, such as data in NVRAM, and an emulated environment may miss such data because the data is only available in hardware. Such convoluted circumstances does not match with the emulation environment of Firmadyne. Its emulator, QEMU [6], only supports few general devices and configurations, and without putting extensive efforts on emulating each device and configuration the problem will never disappear.

To see the effect of this problem in practice, we have obtained 1,124 wireless router and IP camera firmware images from top eight vendors and ran them with Firmadyne. The result is alarming as it can only emulate 183 of them (see Table 1). The majority portion of firmware images (83.72%) left without analysis. Such...
a low emulation success rate implies that, although Firmadyne is designed to be generic by providing a full-system emulation environment of a firmware, such an approach does not work in practice, requiring many manual efforts to resolve inconsistencies in emulated environment.

Motivating examples. Next, we show how we can handle the inconsistencies manually as motivating examples. First, we ran the firmware of D-Link DIR-585L to test CVE-2014-3936 [16] using Firmadyne. Because the vulnerability is a stack-based buffer overflow in a web service running on firmware, exploitation requires sending HTTP requests via the network interface of the emulated environment. However, when we ran the firmware on Firmadyne, we could not connect to the web service although the web server is running correctly. From our analysis, we figured out that the network configuration in the firmware does not match to the emulated environment, and after we force to configure the network, we were able to trigger the vulnerability. Second, we ran the firmware of NETGEAR R6250 to test CVE-2017-5521 using Firmadyne. In this case, the emulation failed with a kernel panic in the booting procedure. After we slightly modified the booting and kernel-related configuration to match the virtual environment, we were able to run the firmware and trigger the vulnerability.

Observations and goal. From these two examples, we observed that a slight change in a configuration or device settings, which is easy to apply, may let firmware emulation run without suffering emulation discrepancy problem, which is difficult to handle. In this regard, we believe that Firmadyne misses many chances of emulating and analyzing IoT firmware images not because of fundamental problems in emulation but because of device setup failures, although these can be easily handled. To address this issue, we aim at systematizing such heuristics via analyzing many emulation failure cases, and ultimately, we aim to increase the chance of successful firmware emulation than Firmadyne.

Our approach. We achieve this goal by investigating many emulation failure cases as our first step. For the investigation, we collected 1124 firmware images from the top eight vendors [59]: 1079 wireless routers and 45 IP cameras. For the emulation, we specifically focus on emulating web services of wireless routers and IP cameras. This is because the web interface is the part where remote attackers can interact with, and numerous critical vulnerabilities have been found in these services [5, 7, 12, 32, 51]. By using Firmadyne, we investigated 437 emulation failure cases (among 527 firmware images in AnalysisSet) and found that most cases fall into the following five categories of problems: 1) boot-related problems, such as an incorrect boot sequence or absence of files, 2) network-related problems, such as mismatches of network interface or improper configuration, 3) non-volatile RAM (NVRAM)-related problems, such as missing library functions or customized formats, 4) kernel-related problems, such as unsupported hardware or functions, and 5) minor problems, such as unsupported commands or timing issues.

Our investigation resulted that failure cases in each category can be resolved by applying simple heuristics even though they originate from different root causes. For example, 227 images failed to set up their network interfaces even though their web servers were correctly running. Although the root causes of the failures may vary, such as discrepancy in the number of available network ports, the name of network device, etc., a heuristic that forces setting up the network configuration that works in an emulated environment can resolve the issue and enable dynamic analysis.

Based on this observation, we systemize those heuristics as a technique, coined as arbitrated emulation, and develop several arbitration techniques to bypass the failure cases. Instead of strictly following the execution behavior of the firmware as is, arbitrated emulation arbitrates between following the original behavior or injecting proper interventions, i.e., intentional operations. Thereby, it may slightly alter the original behavior of the firmware. However, our goal is not to build an environment identical to the physical device, but to create an environment conductive to the dynamic analysis. In fact, our approach can emulate numerous firmware images that previous approaches failed to emulate, and effectively aid in finding real vulnerabilities.

After designing several arbitrations, we automate and parallelize the entire firmware emulation procedure. Within 4h of testing 1,124 firmware images, our prototype, FirmAE, successfully emulated 892 (79.36% of total) images, which is more than four-times more than Firmadyne (Table 1). Then, we ran exploits of previously known vulnerabilities on the emulated images to verify whether arbitrated emulation is useful for dynamic analysis. As a result, 320 known vulnerabilities were successfully emulated on FirmAE which is 306 more successful cases than Firmadyne. We also built a simple fuzzer on FirmAE, and found 23 unique vulnerabilities in 95 latest devices, and responsibly reported them to the vendors.

In summary, the contributions of our study are as follows:

- We empirically investigate 437 firmware emulation failure cases and systematize failure handling heuristics.
- We propose arbitrated emulation to apply those heuristics to emulation environment. Our prototype, FirmAE, presents a far higher emulation success rate (892 vs. 183) than the state-of-the-art framework, Firmadyne.
- We confirm that arbitrated emulation is effective by rediscovering 306 more known vulnerabilities than Firmadyne. Additionally, with a simple fuzzer, FirmAE can find 23 new vulnerabilities over 95 latest devices, out of which 12 were 0-days.
- We release the source code to encourage future studies.¹

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we explain how embedded devices are analyzed by citing previous studies and present the state-of-the-art tool that we employed as the basis of our approach.

2.1 Embedded device analysis process

To analyze an embedded device, the target firmware can be obtained and analyzed with/without a physical device.

Firmware collection and unpacking. Typically, firmware can be acquired from vendors’ websites, ftp servers, or third-party archives. This can be done manually or by using a web crawler such as Spider [41]. Firmware can also be directly dumped from the flash memories in devices [46], although this requires a physical device.

¹http://github.com/pr0v3rbs/FirmAE
A firmware image is then unpacked for later analysis. A single image can include multiple contents. For example, Linux-based firmware may have a bootloader, kernel, and filesystem. This image is often compressed in various ways, such as LZMA, ZIP, or Gzip, to save storage. To unpack an image, tools such as Binwalk [26], Firmware-Mod-Kit [27], or FRAK [13] are often employed. In a given image, these tools scan pre-defined signatures of various file headers. When a signature matches, they extract the file from the image, and continue to scan it to the end. Encrypted or customized images also exist, for which signature matching cannot be used; analyzing them is out of the scope of this study.

**Analysis with physical devices.** The unpacked firmware can be analyzed with real devices. Zaddach et al. [62] and Marius et al. [44] relayed process execution and peripheral access to real devices and partially emulated target code using a JTAG interface. Similarly, Kammerstetter et al. [28, 29] developed a proxy environment using real devices and forwarded character device access to them. Cui et al. [14, 15] and Kumar et al. [53] conducted a quantitative study of embedded devices connected to the public Internet.

**Analysis w/o devices.** Another stream of studies have focused on analyzing firmware without physical devices to scale up the analysis. Researchers adopted static approaches on firmware [11, 52]; however, they often produce numerous false positives due to the absence of runtime information. Nevertheless, Costin et al. [11] showed statistics of vulnerable devices that have easily crackable passwords or backdoor strings. Shoshitaishvili et al. [52] found authentication bypass vulnerabilities using symbolic execution.

In contrast, dynamic analysis can identify vulnerabilities without false positives as it runs the target program directly. However, performing dynamic analysis is not a simple task, as the device firmware has to be emulated. Recent studies [12, 17, 23–25, 57, 60, 64] focused on firmware emulation to overcome the difficulty in obtaining the real hardware, and we further describe these studies in details in the following subsection (§2.2).

### 2.2 Emulation-based analysis

Firmware emulation has attracted attention, as it does not require real devices and provides useful interfaces for dynamic analysis. The system where the emulation takes place is denoted as the host system, and the emulated system is referred to as the guest system. Typically, there are two levels of emulation: user- and system-level.

**User-level emulation.** User-level emulation only emulates the target program inside the firmware and makes the best use of the host system. An example is emulating a web interface. A web interface is a representative service in embedded devices for device administration or maintenance. It serves multiple static contents, such as HTML, or dynamic contents generated by CGI programs. Although static contents can be served with the host environment, dynamic contents may not. This is because they may collide with the host system or depend on custom libraries and device drivers that do not exist in the host system.

**System-level emulation.** System-level emulation fully emulates the guest system, including the kernel. Because it provides an individual execution environment, various features in kernel and device drivers can be emulated as well. Nevertheless, firmware emulation is extremely difficult, as vendor-specific hardware issues or memory-mapped peripherals should be considered. Without handling them, programs in the emulated firmware often crash.

Consequently, studies have recently struggled to address these issues [12, 17, 23, 25, 57], by creating an emulation environment as similar as possible to the real device. Popular emulators, such as QEMU [6], have been supporting more hardware types, including their peripherals. Costin et al. [12] presented a scalable dynamic analysis framework along with several case-studies on various embedded web interfaces. Chen et al. [17] emulated non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), which stores various configuration values for programs in the emulated firmware. Gustafson et al. [25] modeled memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) operations in peripheral communication. Feng et al. [23] attempted to resolve the same issue with machine learning. Recently, Clements et al. [10] proposed decoupling the hardware from the firmware.

**Analysis.** After emulation, vulnerabilities can be checked by using a previously known PoC code [17] or a fuzzer [24, 60, 64]. TriforceAFL [24] is a popular fuzzer targeting a QEMU image, leveraging the American fuzzy lop (AFL) [63]. It is also adopted by Hu et al. [60]. In their follow-up study, Zheng et al. [64] proposed an optimized emulation approach for dynamic analysis, which switches the context between system- and user-level emulation.

### 2.3 Challenges in firmware emulation

Emulation-based analysis is advantageous; however, there are numerous challenges when emulating firmware images from diverse vendors, which stem from the non-standardized development process and the discrepancy between the emulated and physical environments. For example, libraries, device drivers, and even kernels in devices differ across vendors; unless these are properly emulated, internal programs cannot be executed.

Devices that access hardware interfaces, such as LED sensors or cameras, have more diversity, as noted in previous studies [23, 25]. Communication between the main device and its peripherals often utilizes memory-mapped IO (MMIO) operations, with pre-defined memory addresses. However, the range of such addresses differs significantly across devices. Consequently, it is difficult to scale this approach to various devices. Chen et al. [17] attempted to emulate one such hardware, namely NVRAM, on a large scale. Muench et al. [45] underlined device-specific challenges when conducting a dynamic analysis to identify memory corruption vulnerabilities.

Addressing these challenges may be infeasible, unless functions are implemented perfectly as in physical devices. Nevertheless, investigating emulation failure cases and resolving identified issues helps gradually increase the emulation rate, and enable dynamic analysis to improve the security of IoT ecosystem. Therefore, we adopt the state-of-the-art emulation framework, Firmadyne [17], and investigate the failure cases.

### 2.4 Firmadyne framework

Firmadyne [17] is a state-of-the-art firmware emulation framework, originally designed for a large-scale analysis. Numerous studies [24, 60, 64] have adopted it for dynamic analysis. We also utilized Firmadyne for failure investigation.

After unpacking a firmware image, Firmadyne emulates it with a customized Linux kernel and libraries, which are pre-built to
support various hardware features such as NVRAM. For emulation, Firmadyne emulates the target image twice: the first emulation logs useful information, whereas the second utilizes the logged information. Thus, the customized kernel includes a driver that hooks major system calls to record useful information. For example, they hook `inet_ioctl()` and `inet_bind()` to obtain the name and IP address of the network interface used in the emulated firmware. The custom libraries of Firmadyne also address hardware issues. For example, a library, `libnvram`, stores and returns NVRAM values based on the hard-coded default values.

Although Firmadyne is promising, its emulation rate of network reachability and web service availability is considerably low at 29.4% and 16.3%, respectively. To this end, we carefully investigate the failure cases and propose a technique to address them.

3 DESIGN

3.1 Goal and scope

Goal. Our goal is to successfully emulate the firmware image of embedded devices, specifically running their web services because the web interface of such devices is a critical target for remote attackers. [5, 12, 17, 32, 60, 64]. We do not aim to resolve all the discrepancies in emulated environment. Instead, we aim at a concise emulation for dynamic testing, and our emulation goal can be illustrated with the following properties: 1) booting without any kernel panic, 2) network reachability from the host, and 3) web service availability for dynamic analysis. We are aiming at holding these properties as they are the minimum requirements for running web services without suffering issues in firmware emulation. Thus, we check the emulation success rate by checking the network reachability and web service availability of the target firmware.

Scope. Among various embedded devices, we select wireless routers and IP cameras as our analysis targets because of their presence in our daily lives and as they often become attack targets. In fact, many botnets [5, 32] target them to launch large-scale DDoS attacks. Note that other embedded devices that share similar characteristics can be addressed with our approach as well.

3.2 Arbitrated emulation

To achieve this goal, we propose a technique, which we refer to as arbitrated emulation. Whereas previous approaches [12, 17, 23, 25, 57] have striven to ensure that the target firmware operates alike the physical device, which is a difficult goal, arbitrated emulation does not completely follow the original execution procedure of the target firmware. The key idea behind arbitrated emulation is that ensuring high-level behavior is sufficient to perform dynamic analysis on internal programs, which is relatively easy to do, rather than finding and fixing the exact root causes of emulation failures. The high-level behavior mentioned here can be readily modeled by skilled analysts based on their target and emulation goal. In this study, we use the model defined in §3.1.

One key feature of arbitrated emulation is that it employs intervention. The intervention indicates an intentionally added action, which may differ from the behavior of the physical device. This action makes it possible to bypass unaddressed issues assuming that they do not strongly influence the behavior of the target program inside the emulated firmware. The procedure that arbitrates
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between following the firmware as is and applying an intervention is called arbitration. An intervention can be implemented in various ways, as needed, and it can be injected into the appropriate steps of the emulation procedure, namely the arbitration point. Proper arbitration points can be noted by analyzing violation cases of the given high-level behavioral model. Then, interventions are injected in these arbitration points. As interventions focus on high-level behaviors, those obtained from a small set of firmware images can be widely applied to other firmware images that suffer from similar failure cases, even though they have different root causes.

Our interventions take advantages of the abstract design of Linux-based firmware. We conducted a preliminary study on our dataset and discovered that appropriate interventions can aid the emulator to bypass numerous unsolved issues. For example, when a network setting procedure is stopped due to an unknown peripheral access or insufficient NVRAM support, an intervention that forces the configuration of a fixed network setting can resolve the issue regardless of the root cause. Although the arbitrated emulation may violate the main concept of the full-system emulation, we hypothesized that small discrepancies introduced by interventions only have a slight effect on the behavior of the target program. In fact, we support this hypothesis by successfully running emulated web services in 892 firmware images from 1,124 images, and we found 12 0-day vulnerabilities by conducting dynamic security analysis.

3.3 FirmAE

We implemented our prototype of arbitrated emulation, FirmAE, based on Firmadyne [17]. The overall architecture of FirmAE is illustrated in Figure 1. FirmAE emulates a firmware image similar to Firmadyne on a pre-built customized Linux kernel and libraries, as described in §2.4. It also emulates a target image twice to collect various system logs and utilize the information for further emulation. We refer to the former emulation step as pre-emulation and the latter as final emulation. The arbitrations applied in FirmAE can be categorized into five, which are derived by our failure case investigation on AnalysisSet. We describe the details of each arbitration in §4, and compare the emulation results with those of Firmadyne in §5.1. We built additional interfaces for dynamic analysis on FirmAE (§5.3), and the analysis results is described in §5.4.

Automation. For a large-scale analysis, FirmAE needs to be fully automated. Naturally, numerous steps of Firmadyne are automated; however, it still requires some user interaction. For example, users must first extract the filesystem of the target firmware with specific options. Then, they evaluate whether the filesystem is successfully extracted and retrieve the architecture information. Subsequently, they make a firmware image for QEMU and collect information...
in pre-emulation. Finally, they run a script for final emulation and perform dynamic analysis. We automated all such interactions and added an automated evaluation procedure for network reachability and web service availability. For this, we built a module in FirmAE that periodically runs ping and curl commands.

Parallelization. We also parallelized emulation to effectively evaluate numerous firmware images, leveraging containerization with Docker [40]. Each firmware image is emulated independently in each container, which is equipped with all required packages and dependencies. This enables the quick and reliable emulation of a target image. FirmAE emulates firmware in parallel, by running multiple container instances.

With containerization, we can take advantage of abstracting the network connection between the host and the guest systems. QEMU [6], which FirmAE utilizes for the emulation, creates an additional network interface, TAP, in the host system. This interface is linked to one of the guest network interfaces. Thus, each emulated firmware should have an independent TAP interface with a unique IP address in the host system, otherwise a network collision will take place. Containerization isolates the network environment of each container. Consequently, packets from the host system can be properly routed to the guest even in parallel emulation. We also place the checker and analysis engine inside each container.

3.4 Experimental setup

Dataset. Our dataset comprises the top eight vendors in the wireless home router market [59]. We collected 1306 firmware images from the vendors’ websites and extracted filesystems from the collected images by unpacking them with Binwalk [26], as described in §2.1. Then, we filtered them by verifying whether the operating system of each image has one of the three architectures: ARM little endian (ARMel), MIPS little endian (MIPSel), and MIPS big endian (MIPSeb). These architectures occupy more than 97% of our initial collection. We prepared IP camera firmware in the same manner.

Our final dataset includes total 1124 firmware images, 1079 of which are wireless routers, and 45 are IP cameras. We divide them into three datasets: AnalysisSet, LatestSet, and CamSet. Their brief summary is presented in Table 1 along with the emulation result, and its detailed version is shown in Table 4 in Appendix. The AnalysisSet consists of 526 outdated images from 3 vendors, whereas the LatestSet and CamSet only contain the latest firmware images as of Dec. 2018. The LatestSet has 553 latest images from 8 vendors including the vendors covered by the AnalysisSet, and the CamSet includes 45 latest images from 3 vendors. Accordingly, the AnalysisSet may include multiple firmware versions per device, whereas the LatestSet and CamSet have only one image per device. There is no intersection among the datasets, i.e., they do not share any identical image. We used the AnalysisSet to analyze emulation failure cases. By analyzing them, we found several arbitration points that can help increase the emulation rate (§4). We applied those arbitrations in FirmAE, and evaluated it with the LatestSet and CamSet (§5).

Environment. All our experiments were conducted on a server equipped with four Intel Xeon E7-8867v4 2.40 GHz CPUs, 896 GB DDR4 RAM, and 4 TB SSD. We installed Ubuntu 16.04 with PostgreSQL v9.5.14 [42] and Docker v18.09.4 [40] on the server.

4 ARBITRATION OF FAILURE CASES

The key of arbitrated emulation is to depict arbitration points that can help the emulator to bypass the failure. Therefore, we first analyzed the failure cases on AnalysisSet based on the high-level behavioral model. For a large-scale analysis, we applied FirmAE’s automation and parallelization without any arbitration, such that the emulation part is the same as that of Firmadyne. Notably, web servers of only 16.9% images were emulated (§5.1). For a neat explanation, we categorized the failure cases by their arbitration points: boot (§4.1), network (§4.2), NVRAM (§4.3), kernel (§4.4), and others (§4.5). In this section, we explain them in details.

Note. Identifying arbitration points and devising appropriate interventions require empirical investigation, and we believe that our study can contribute to future research in this field.

4.1 Boot arbitrations

We encountered the first issues at the early stage of the booting procedure, which made the emulation fail with kernel panic.

Improper booting sequence. The main cause of an improper booting sequence is that the program used for system initialization is not properly executed. Generally, most systems require initialization in the booting procedure. In the Linux kernel, initialization is often performed by a program called init, and the kernel attempts to find this program by checking pre-defined paths, such as /sbin/init, /etc/init, and /bin/init. However, some firmware images have customized paths for initializing programs, such that the kernel fails to execute the programs and crashes.

This failure often happens in NETGEAR firmware images. After analyzing them, we found that they use the name preinit, which is often used by an open-source embedded device project OpenWrt [22], and we verified that they are indeed implemented upon it. We also found that some TP-Link images utilize preinit as well. To address this problem, Firmadyne built a script that searches and executes a hard-coded list of files frequently accessed for initializing programs. However, these candidates are not sufficient to account for the diverse paths of initializing programs in the wild.

We propose another approach that utilizes information from the kernel of the target firmware. Specifically, we created an intervention at the beginning of the booting process, which extracts useful information in the kernel image. Specifically, we utilize a kernel’s command line string, which is used for default configuration of the kernel in the booting procedure. Note that such a string is pre-defined in the development stage, so it is naturally embedded in the kernel image. This information may include an initializing program path, console type, root directory, root filesystem type, or memory size. For example, from one kernel image in NETGEAR firmware, we could obtain a string of console=ttyS0,115200 root=31:08 rootfstype=squashfs init=/etc/preinit. We can recognize the initializing program path of /etc/preinit, console type of ttyS0 having the 115200 baud rate, and root filesystem type of squashfs. By configuring the emulated environment with the information obtained from the original kernel, the guest system could be properly initialized without failure, even if initializing programs have unusual paths. If we fail to extract any information, we find the initialization program such as preinit or preinitMT from the extracted filesystem.
Missing filesystem structure. Other failure cases occur due to the absence of files or directories. When internal programs access such paths, they crash, and the emulation stops. Firmadyne attempted to address this by creating and mounting hard-coded paths such as proc, dev, sys, or root at the beginning of the custom booting script. Some hard-coded paths certainly worked; for example, making /etc/TZ or /etc/hosts helped several cases of this failure. However, this approach cannot account for diverse cases. Furthermore, as it forcibly creates files and directories before the firmware initializes itself, it collides with internal programs, which create and mount other files or directories in the same paths.

We arbitrated this by inserting an intervention, which is similar to that of the previous case, but retrieves information from a filesystem rather than a kernel. Before emulating a given image, we extracted all strings from executable binaries in its filesystem. Then, we filtered them to obtain strings that are highly likely to indicate paths and prepared the file structure based on the paths. In particular, we chose strings that start with general Unix paths, such as /var, or /etc.

4.2 Network arbitrations

After completion of the booting procedure, the network should be configured such that the host system can communicate with the guest system, and eventually dynamic analysis can be performed. For network communication, QEMU requires the host to create an additional network interface, TAP. This TAP interface is connected to a network interface in the guest system. Then, the host and guest communicate through it.

However, properly configuring a TAP interface is not trivial, as it should be set up with specific options that correspond to the type of the target network interface. This network interface type could be Ethernet, wireless LAN (WLAN), network bridge, or virtual LAN (VLAN). As statically distinguishing the interface type in the guest system is not easy, a target image needs to be emulated once.

Firmadyne emulates a given image twice (§2.4). In the first emulation, namely pre-emulation, Firmadyne collects kernel logs by hooking the system calls. Since the collected logs include the names and IP addresses of the network interfaces accessed during the emulation, they could be utilized for network configuration in the final emulation. Nevertheless, numerous images still suffered failure.

Invalid IP alias handling. Assigning multiple IP addresses to a single network interface is termed IP aliasing [58]. It is prevalent in routers, as it enables the management of services separately by IP address. In IP aliasing, a network interface makes multiple instances of itself, and each instance is assigned a unique IP address. For example, a bridge interface, br0, with an IP address of 192.168.1.1, can have IP aliases of 169.254.39.3 and 1.1.1.1, which are assigned to its instances br0:0 and br0:1, respectively. Then, br0 is linked to an Ethernet interface, eth0. Here, br0 can be accessed with any of these IP addresses.

Failure cases related to this IP aliasing are often found in D-Link images. After investigating them, we found that they are caused by the fact that Firmadyne does not properly handle IP aliasing. The problem occurs during the Firmadyne network configuration in the host system. At the pre-emulation step, IP aliases are logged by the kernel. Then, Firmadyne parses the log and tries to assign all the logged IP addresses to a corresponding interface in the guest. Then, it adds static routing rules for those IP addresses to link them to a TAP interface in the host. Here, multiple routing rules are added to a single TAP interface, which makes the network collide.

With the knowledge of IP aliasing, FirmAE arbitrates this by letting the host system use its default routing rule. In particular, even though IP aliasing is used, once the guest’s network interfaces are linked to the host’s TAP interfaces, all packets are automatically routed between the host and guest. Thus, these cases require no intervention, demonstrating the importance of placing an intervention for the right situation.

No network information. Some firmware images do not contain any information on connectable network interfaces, such as eth, in their kernel logs. Those images only configure the loopback interface (lo) without setting other network interfaces. Due to the lack of connectable network interface, these images cannot be accessed from the host system. Moreover, some images attempt to bind their web servers to a network interface, which does not exist, and consequently crash.

After analyzing the cases, we found that some images use the dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) to retrieve IP addresses from a DHCP server, for their WAN interface. The DHCP is a popular protocol to set up a network interface in endpoint devices, as it does not require any user interaction. In general, wireless routers act as DHCP servers themselves to assign IP addresses to their LAN interfaces to which their clients are connected. However, they can also retrieve an IP address from external DHCP servers to connect their WAN interface to the Internet, unless a user manually configured it. Indeed, our analyzed images attempted to retrieve an IP address with the DHCP through the connection between their WAN interface and the TAP interface of the host system. However, as a DHCP server is not present in the emulated environment, the emulated firmware fails to obtain an IP address and configure a network interface. Furthermore, as no network interface is configured, a bridge interface, which groups multiple network interfaces, could not be arranged. Consequently, internal programs that are bound to these network interfaces cannot run properly.

We first attempted to address this with QEMU’s internal DHCP server, such that guest’s network interfaces can retrieve IP addresses from the server. However, some images still do not have network interfaces, even after setting the DHCP server. This may arise from insufficient support of peripherals. If any program during the network configuration accesses such peripherals, it crashes or acts abnormally and eventually fails to configure the network.

FirmAE arbitrates these cases with an intervention that forcibly configures the network with a default setting. Specifically, we set an Ethernet interface, eth0, with an IP address of 192.168.0.1. After the Ethernet interface is set up, it is linked with a default bridge interface, br0, for those images whose kernel log contains bridge interface information. This simple intervention significantly helps emulate web services (§5.1).

Multiple network interfaces in ARM. To support multiple network interfaces, an appropriate machine, onto which the target firmware will be loaded, must be chosen. We selected virt, one of the machines supported by QEMU, by following the approach employed in a previous study [17]. This performs well for several
firmware images; however, it fails to emulate ARM firmware images with multiple network interfaces. Firmadyne attempts to address this multi-interface problem by preparing a fixed number (four) of dummy interfaces. Its basic assumption is that the number of interfaces should be more than or equal to the suffix of the interface name, which is extracted from kernel logs. For example, if eth1 is logged, it is highly likely that eth0 exists as well. However, almost all ARM images are still not emulated.

We carefully investigated these cases, but we could not identify the exact cause. Nevertheless, we could address the failure with a high-level intervention that forcibly sets up only one Ethernet interface. More specifically, our intervention forcibly sets up an Ethernet interface, eth0, and avoids setting the other interfaces. Thus, we set a bridge network interface and link it to the host if necessary. With this intervention, a large portion of ARM firmware images could be emulated.

Insufficient VLAN setup. VLAN is a typical feature of routers, as it provides an isolated network environment, logically grouping sub networks. A VLAN interface has different characteristics compared to other network interfaces, such as Ethernet or WLAN, and thus it must be set with additional options. To support VLAN, the type of TAP interface should be set to VLAN, and an appropriate VLAN id should be assigned to it.

Another failure occurs in firmware images with VLAN interfaces. When emulating these images, even though Ethernet interfaces were properly configured with independent IP addresses, the guest network was unreachable. Firmadyne attempts to address this by running a command when setting the host TAP interface; however, their configuration is insufficient to handle it. In particular, the VLAN should be set to group the host and guest networks with the same VLAN id. However, Firmadyne dismissed setting the host network. FirmAE arbitrates this by properly configuring the VLAN.

Filtering rules in iptables. Numerous routers set a firewall to prevent unauthorized remote access by design. Otherwise, an attacker could access administration interfaces. Some firmware images in our dataset also implement this policy by using iptables. Consequently, the guest kernel drops all packets from the host. We found most of these cases in TP-Link, where the guest is not reachable, even though host and guest networks are configured properly.

This does not represent an emulation failure, since setting iptables mimics the original behavior of real devices. However, such filtering prevents the analysis of their potential vulnerabilities and threats. Evidently, identified vulnerabilities during the analysis might not be remotely exploitable. Nevertheless, numerous device owners or administrators mistakenly change these rules, making the device publicly accessible [14, 15, 51].

FirmAE arbitrates this by checking filtering rules in the guest system and removing them if they exist. This could be done simply by flushing all policies in the iptables and setting the default policy to accept all incoming packets. Then, the guest network becomes reachable from the host, and dynamic analysis can be conducted.

4.3 NVRAM arbitrations

Emulating peripherals similar to the real environment is one of the most challenging parts in firmware emulation (§2.3). An NVRAM, which is essentially a flash memory, is one of the peripherals widely used in embedded devices to store configuration data. Internal programs in embedded devices often store/fetch necessary information in/from it. These programs often crash unless NVRAM is supported.

Firmadyne implements a custom NVRAM library to emulate NVRAM-related functions. This custom library is loaded in advance to include other libraries by setting the environmental variable called LD_PRELOAD. This intercepts NVRAM-related functions such as nvram_get() and nvram_set(), and emulates an NVRAM without physical access. Specifically, when nvram_set() is called, a key-value pair is stored in a file, and it is later fetched when nvram_get() is called. For these cases, where nvram_get() is called before the call of nvram_set(), Firmadyne initializes key-value pairs using default files in the given firmware, which typically exist for the factory reset functionality of a device. Firmadyne has a list of few hardcoded paths of default files to extract key-value pairs. However, many firmware images in our dataset are still not emulated.

Supporting custom NVRAM default files. We found numerous cases, where the paths of default file differ depending on each device, and even their key-value pairs have different patterns. For example, in some D-Link images, default files are located at /etc/nvram.default or /mnt/nvram_rt.default. Furthermore, default files in some NETGEAR images are found at /usr/etc/default. The key-value pairs in these files are separated with a diverse delimiter, such as a carriage return or NULL byte. Some default files even have vendor specific formats, such as OBJ or ELM.

To develop a scalable approach, FirmAE prepares arbitration during the pre-emulation. Specifically, FirmAE records all the key-value pairs accessed with the nvram_get() and nvram_set() functions during the pre-emulation. Then, it scans the filesystem of the target firmware and searches files that contain multiple instances of the recorded key names, whose values are unknown. FirmAE extracts the key-value pairs from the files (if they exist) and utilizes them in the final emulation.

No NVRAM default file. Unfortunately, not all firmware images have default NVRAM files. Even if a default file exists, it may not contain the requested key-value pairs. One simple approach to address this issue is to return the NULL value for uninitialized keys, as Firmadyne does. However, we observed many cases that crash with a segmentation fault after nvram_get() returns NULL. By reverse engineering the crashed programs, we found that, surprisingly, many programs do not verify the return value of nvram_get(). They just pass the return value into string-related functions, such as strcpy() or strtok() and crash with a NULL pointer dereference.

FirmAE handles this by arbitrator the behavior of the nvram_get() function. Instead of returning the NULL value when accessing uninitialized keys, FirmAE returns a pointer to an empty string. This simple change significantly decreases crashes, particularly in NETGEAR images. Because we cannot obtain real key-value pairs without physical devices, this would be one of the most optimal approaches to avoid crashes caused by deficient error handling in many internal programs.

4.4 Kernel arbitrations

Many programs in an embedded device co-operate with peripherals through device drivers in the kernel. Typically, they communicate
with peripherals using ioctl commands. Unfortunately, emulating this procedure is not a simple task, as each device driver has distinctive characteristics depending on its developers and a corresponding device. Although Firmadyne implemented a few dummy kernel modules, which support /dev/nvram and /dev/acos_nat_c11, it could not cover diverse characteristics of firmware images in practical scenarios. Many firmware images in our dataset also crash due to this problem.

**Insufficient support of kernel module.** Since Firmadyne implemented dummy modules with hard-coded device names and ioctl commands, some programs fail when accessing kernel modules with a different configuration. For example, numerous NETGEAR images utilize a module called acos_nat, which is used to communicate with a peripheral device mounted on /dev/acos_nat_c11. In those images, a Firmadyne module returns incorrect values and causes an infinite loop on the web services of httpd. Furthermore, we found that ioctl commands vary depending on firmware architectures, thus this should be considered as well.

FirmAE’s high-level approach takes advantage of emulating a specific kernel module. The key intuition here is that numerous kernel modules are accessed through shared libraries, which have functions that send corresponding ioctl commands. Thus, FirmAE intercepts library function calls similarly to handling NVRAM issues (§4.3). When a program calls library functions, FirmAE returns a pre-defined value. Hence, each ioctl command does not need to be emulated depending on the device architecture. In this example, we only focused on acos_nat, whereas other peripheral accesses via shared libraries can be handled in the same manner.

**Improper kernel version.** We found some firmware images facing issues with the kernel version. Firmadyne customized Linux kernel v2.6.32 in the firmware emulation. However, recent embedded devices use a newer version of the kernel. Upgrading the kernel version seems like a trivial solution to this problem. Indeed, we experimentally tested Linux kernel v4.1.17 and successfully emulated more firmware images. However, some firmware images, particularly older ones, were not emulated with the new version of the kernel. These images failed with a crash in the libc library.

We investigated these cases and determined that the address space layout randomization of Linux kernel v4.1.17 is not compatible with the old versions of libc. To resolve this, we used the compatibility option when compiling the new kernel. Specifically, we set the CONFIG_COMPAT_BRK option, which excludes randomizing brk area in heap memory. With this new kernel, FirmAE was able to handle the above cases. Other compatibility issues may exist that were not detected in our experiment. To address these, multiple kernel versions with various compiling options should be tested further, which is one of the aims of our future studies.

### 4.5 Other arbitrations

Some failure cases are addressed by other minor interventions.

**Unexecuted web servers.** For the dynamic analysis of the web service, we need to achieve both network reachability and web service availability. In some images, a web server does not run even after the network is configured successfully. We could not find the exact root cause of this phenomenon. However, an intervention that forcibly executes a web server could address the issue. Specifically, it searches a widely used web server such as httpd, lighttpd, boa, or goahead in the filesystem of the target firmware, along with their corresponding configuration files, and executes it.

**Timeout issues.** Emulating firmware images that do not respond for a long time should be forcibly stopped. Thus, setting a suitable timeout is necessary. Firmadyne applied a 60 s timeout; however, firmware images, particularly from NETGEAR, take a long time to complete their booting procedure, whereby their emulation is eventually blocked. We investigated such cases and empirically found a suitable timeout of 240 s. Although this change was simple, more than 60 firmware images were successfully emulated.

**Lack of tools for emulation.** Embedded device developers often omit unnecessary functionalities to save storage. Thus, a firmware image may not have the appropriate tools to emulate itself. As the emulated environment does not have any storage limitation, we can add several required tools. For successful emulation, several Linux commands such as mount or ln should be prepared in the filesystem. We resolve this by adding the latest version of busybox into the filesystem of the target firmware. This simple addition enables essential commands, and leads to successful emulation.

### 5 EVALUATION

From the investigation on AnalysisSet, we found several arbitration points (§4). In this section, we evaluate each arbitration with our prototype FirmAE (§3.3) on our datasets. For this, we implement a total of 3671 LOC in Python and shell scripts. We also introduce the vulnerabilities identified during the dynamic analysis with FirmAE.

#### 5.1 Firmware emulation result

We compare the emulation rates of FirmAE and Firmadyne on each dataset (§3.4). The total emulation time of all datasets was less than four hours (14289 s), as FirmAE supports full automation and parallelization (§3.3).

**Overall result.** As our goal is to emulate the web services for dynamic analysis (§3.1), we verify the network reachability and web service availability of each emulated firmware. Henceforth, we refer to the web service availability as the emulation rate. The final results are listed in Table 1. Overall, the emulation rate significantly increased from 16.28% to 79.36% (by 487%). Because our investigation is based on AnalysisSet, it shows the highest rate of 91.83%. The rates of LatestSet and CamSet also show a large improvement compared to those obtained by Firmadyne, and we could identify vulnerabilities in them (§5.3). In AnalysisSet, the emulation rate of NETGEAR images increased the most, from 10.95% to 93.80% (by 85%), owing to the intervention that addresses ARM network issues, as majority of the NETGEAR images are ARM-based. The emulation rates of TRENDnet, ASUS, Belkin, and ZyXEL in LatestSet are under 60%; these lower rates are attributed to the larger number of kernel modules in these images and the use of custom hardware interfaces. We describe this in detail in §5.2.

The emulation rates of CamSet indicate that addressing failure issues of wireless routers can also help emulate IP cameras. In particular, none of the D-Link images were emulated with Firmadyne, whereas FirmAE could emulate more than 65% of the images. Nevertheless, FirmAE fails to emulate all TP-Link images. We investigated these failed cases and found that they do not contain web servers.
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Table 1: Emulation rate of network and web services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Firmadyne</th>
<th>FirmAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Net</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnalysisSet</td>
<td>D-Link</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>54 (30.17%)</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP-Link</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>5 (6.85%)</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NETGEAR</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>30 (10.95%)</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>89 (16.92%)</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LatestSet</td>
<td>D-Link</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>17 (29.31%)</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP-Link</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>10 (14.49%)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NETGEAR</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>7 (6.53%)</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRENDnet</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>23 (21.70%)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASUS</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>25 (23.56%)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belkin</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2 (5.41%)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linksys</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8 (14.55%)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zyxel</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 (0.00%)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>553</td>
<td>92 (16.64%)</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanSet</td>
<td>D-Link</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP-Link</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRENDnet</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2 (15.38%)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2 (4.44%)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1124</td>
<td>183 (16.28%)</td>
<td>1009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of CanSet demonstrates that many IP cameras share similar characteristics with wireless routers, such that arbitrations of wireless routers can also be applied to IP cameras.

Impact of each arbitration. We also investigate the effectiveness of each arbitration by omitting a specific arbitration from the final version of FirmAE, to which all arbitrations are applied. This is because numerous arbitration points should co-operate to address the failure, and deducting a specific arbitration directly affects the emulation rate. Figure 2 illustrates these results, and a detailed version is provided in Table 5 in Appendix.

NVRAM arbitration appears to be the most effective, decreasing the emulation rate by 35% on average across all datasets. This coincides with the Firmadyne approach to focus on emulating the NVRAM. Removing the boot and network arbitrations also significantly lowers the emulation rate by ~30%. Only 4.88% of firmware images across all datasets were affected without the kernel arbitration. The other arbitrations affected 22.55% of the firmware images. These results demonstrate that the proposed arbitrations are indeed effective and scalable for successful firmware emulation.

5.2 Post-emulation analysis

Following a large-scale emulation, we investigate unhandled failure issues that cannot be easily addressed by simple arbitrations, but require a more complicated virtualization.

Kernel modules. As discussed in previous studies [12, 17, 23, 25, 37], emulating kernel modules is challenging because 1) different kernel versions often produce compatibility problems, and 2) some firmware images may not have a kernel, such that no useful information can be obtained. In a few cases, web servers and other programs access kernel modules under the /proc directory. Because such files do not exist in the emulated environment, those programs often crash. For example, web servers in TP-Link firmware images access a kernel module at /proc/simple_config/system_code for configuration and subsequently crash, as the module does not exist.

Hardware interfaces. Some internal programs of the firmware use their own dedicated interfaces for peripheral communication, hardening the emulating peripheral interfaces. For example, we hooked popular library calls to emulate a NVRAM. However, some programs of D-Link firmware call /bin/flash to directly access /dev/nvram. Similarly, httpd servers in a few TP-Link firmware images access a flash memory, /dev/ar7100_flash_chrdev, to retrieve information for device configuration. Meanwhile, web servers named webs in Linksys firmware directly manipulate the /dev/ntd interface. They even verify the integrity of the device and verify the signatures and versions of the given firmware.

CGI errors. Even though web servers are accessible, some of them rarely respond with a server error, i.e., 500 Internal Server Error. There are several causes for this error, such as syntax/code errors in CGI programs, invalid web interface configuration, and PHP errors. However, most error cases are derived by crashes of backend CGI programs. We analyzed the CGI programs with reverse engineering and found that they share the same issues of hardware interfaces. Hence, they attempt to access entries under /proc or /dev to obtain configuration values and stop abnormally if they fail.

The aforementioned cases present the difficulty of emulating peripheral communication without physical devices. Addressing those issues requires a more complicated emulation environment, which is to be addressed in future research.

5.3 Applying Dynamic Analysis – Fuzzing

After having a successful emulation of firmware images, we apply dynamic analysis, fuzzing, to their web services. With this evaluation, we 1) verify that the arbitrated emulation is indeed practical for applying dynamic security analysis of embedded devices, and 2) evaluate the current status of the security of embedded devices in the wild. We target LatestSet and CanSet with the latest firmware.

Dynamic analysis engine. For a large-scale analysis, we focus on the scalability. So our dynamic analysis tool need to be applicable to diverse emulated firmware images with little user interaction. With these criteria, we first searched existing tools [9, 19, 21, 34, 39, 43, 55, 56, 64] and checked if they are applicable to FirmAE.

However, the existing tools do not satisfy our criteria, as they are 1) not publicly available, 2) not scalable for a large-scale analysis, and 3) incapable of finding new vulnerabilities. For example, Firmadyne [17] utilizes Metasploit [43], which checks known vulnerabilities. Other web scanners, such as Burp Suite [55], Arachni [34], or Commix [53] only check a combination of pre-defined HTTP patterns. Thus, they are insufficient for diverse firmware web services in practical scenarios. Furthermore, they are not designed to find memory corruption vulnerabilities, such as buffer...
We developed a simple web fuzzer with 880 LoC in Python. XML format and the default value is set up in the javascript code of TRENDnet in particular must be initialized in person. Fortunately, (PoC) codes of previously known vulnerabilities. We also added vulnerabilities. However, it is not applicable to a large-scale analysis.

Initializing web services. The primary step in dynamic analysis is to initialize web services unless they do not receive any other requests. A large portion of the web services in our dataset require a network and security configuration (e.g., admin or AP password) in the admin pages. However, this initialization procedure also differs in each firmware. Web servers in most firmware images in D-Link, TP-Link, Belkin, Linksys, and ZyXEL automatically initialize themselves after successful emulation, whereas those of ASUS and TRENDSnet in particular must be initialized in person. Fortunately, many of them have a skip button to configure default options. Some web services do not explicitly have a skip button, but have internal JavaScript functions that behave identically. Meanwhile, some require a manual admin password.

To automatically process the initialization, we analyzed the initializing process of web services, and extracted representative patterns including buttons and menus from them. Then, we utilize these patterns to automate the process. Here, we leveraged Selenium [50], which is an open-sourced tool that can provide an interface alike a real browser.

Evaluating vulnerability discovery performance. After successfully running the firmware image and its web services, the engine first checks 1-day vulnerabilities utilizing RouterSploit [56] and our customized PoC codes. Because RouterSploit consists of multiple exploits of known vulnerabilities, in this evaluation, we can 1) check if a target device is patched and 2) find a new vulnerable device that is previously unknown, but has the same vulnerability.

To find 0-day vulnerabilities, our engine first searches the filesystem of the target firmware and generates a list of web page candidates by checking the extension of files such as .html, .aspx, or .xml. Then, it extracts possible parameters from the candidates and generates requests to detect vulnerabilities. For example, for the .htm and .html candidates, our engine parses the HTML tags, such as script, form, and input, to extract target URLs, methods, and parameter information. This approach is particularly helpful when building requests for fuzzing devices that use the home network administration protocol (HNAP); the HNAP request is based on the XML format and the default value is set up in the javascript code of .html page. By utilizing the extracted information, we could construct a valid request template for fuzzing. Because we search for candidates from the filesystem, we could also check web services that are not reachable by crawling.

Table 2: 1-day analysis result on AnalysisSet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>Firmadyne</th>
<th>FirmAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td># of PoC</td>
<td># of Images (Unique)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information leak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection in UPhP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password disclosure</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication bypass</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: New vulnerabilities found on LatestSet and CanSet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th># of Vulns</th>
<th># of Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-day</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection in HNAP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection in CGI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer overflow in HNAP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer overflow in CGI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Vulnerability Category</th>
<th># of Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information leak in PHP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information leak in CGI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection in UPhP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection in SOAP CGI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection in HNAP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command injection with backdoor (32764)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path traversal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the various types of vulnerability, we focus on command injection and buffer overflow as they are often found in embedded devices. To detect command injection vulnerabilities, our engine sends payloads, which are essentially a combination of candidate characters, such as ‘ ‘, ‘‘’, or ‘\‘, followed by a shell command executing our executable binary. We place this binary to log useful information, such as time and environment variables, thereby checking if the vulnerability is triggered. We also hook the execve system call, to easily detect if our inputs are injected in the command. For buffer overflow detection, FirmAE provides a feedback when a crash occurs. Note that we must wait after sending a request to a target web service because of the time required to process the request; we empirically determined that 10 to 15 s is sufficient. We also utilize the boundary values, such as a large-sized buffer for fuzzing inputs, as they are more likely to trigger vulnerabilities.

Any bugs reported by our analysis engine must be verified. For this, we added debugging programs such as strace, gdb, and gdbserver to the filesystem of target firmware. Note we could utilize the ptrace system call for debugging as we upgraded the kernel version (§4.4). We also added netcat and telnet to access the guest shell. With these tools, we manually verified the identified bugs.

5.4 Dynamic analysis result

To evaluate the effectiveness of arbitrated emulation, we performed a dynamic analysis on each emulated firmware image, of which web services are already initialized by our engine. In particular, after the web service of the target firmware image is initialized by each of FirmAE and Firmadyne, we ran the previously known PoC exploits. We first tested known vulnerabilities using RouterSploit [56] on the emulated images in AnalysisSet with FirmAE and Firmadyne each, and the results are listed in Table 2. Without using any arbitration (i.e., Firmadyne), we could only check vulnerabilities in 14 images, of which 9 are unique devices. By applying all the proposed arbitrations (i.e., FirmAE), we could check the remaining vulnerabilities.
vulnerabilities in 320 images, of which 128 are unique. As FirmAE aims to emulate web services (§3.1), all the identified vulnerabilities are located in web services such as SOAP CGI, UPnP, and HNAP. This result shows that FirmAE’s successful emulation is helpful to outperform Firmadyne in dynamically analyzing firmware images.

Additionally, we conducted a dynamic analysis including a fuzzer on the latest images in LatestSet and CanSet. As a result, we found a total of 23 unique vulnerabilities across 95 unique devices. These include 11 1-day and 12 0-day vulnerabilities as listed in Table 3. For the fuzzier, each fuzzing request took an average of 10–15 s when running 50 images in parallel, and the average time spent for finding each vulnerability was 70 min, with the maximum of 150 min. The fuzzing throughput can vary according to the system spec and the number of parallel emulation instances.

An interesting point is that some vendors share the same vulnerabilities. For example, some devices in D-Link and TRENDnet have the same vulnerabilities of information leak, as well as command injection in UPnP and SOAP CGI programs. On the contrary, some NETGEAR devices share a path traversal vulnerability with Xiongmai’s. Another point is that the analysis of a target web service may reveal vulnerabilities of other programs related to it. Specifically, when we sent a long payload to detect buffer overflow, a target CGI program stored the payload in a file. Then, another program that reads the written file crashed due to the overflowed payload. Such vulnerability can be only found in the full-system emulation environment, as the user-mode emulation does not consider the filesystem relationship.

In sum, the results demonstrate that FirmAE is practical for vulnerability analysis. We believe that undiscovered vulnerabilities still exist, which should be investigated in future research.

**Responsible disclosure.** The detected 0-day vulnerabilities were spread across four vendors. We reported all 12 vulnerabilities to the vendors by December 2019, and it took a maximum of nine months to receive their response.

6 DISCUSSIONS

**Emulation discrepancy in arbitrated emulation.** FirmAE does not aim to eliminate the discrepancy between the real and emulated environment but aim to run the firmware’s web server and correctly serve the web interfaces. This may result in a different behavior than running firmware on hardware. However, for applying dynamic security analysis, what we need to check is whether the 1) vulnerable program runs and 2) accepts a malicious input, and 3) triggering the vulnerability in the program. Although the emulation may be incorrect, these three items can be checkable if 1) we can run the web service of the firmware, 2) send an exploit packet via network, and 3) verify if the exploit has been executed successfully or not. Because our arbitrated emulation can support these, the vulnerability discovered by FirmAE is legitimate and also working in the real device.

**Generality of arbitration intervention.** Although our heuristics for arbitrated emulation performs better than other works for current firmware images, because we develop the heuristics to handle failure cases empirically, our systematized arbitrated emulation can only handle observed cases and may not applicable to new devices and new configurations. In this regard, we believe that an empirical investigation to find such interventions seems indispensable to handle the convoluted nature of IoT devices and their configurations. To encourage future research, we release our code, in the belief that our empirical findings can serve as a reference.

**Applying other dynamic analysis techniques.** In this study, we developed a simple analysis engine that automatically initializes, logs into, and analyzes web services for dynamic analysis. However, each step can be further improved by applying other promising techniques. For example, the login procedure may be analyzed and bypassed by using symbolic execution [52]. Moreover, adopting other fuzzing strategies [8, 48], hybrid analysis approaches [54, 61], or similarity techniques [18, 20], may discover even more vulnerabilities. We leave such promising improvements on the dynamic analysis engine as a future work.

**Applying emulation to build an IoT honeypot.** Arbitrated emulation can also be useful to build a honeypot for analyzing numerous attacks targeting IoT devices. In fact, there have been several honeypot studies utilizing emulation [35, 47, 49, 57]. Particularly, Vetterl et al. [57] proposed a honeypot named Honware based on firmware emulation similarly to FirmAE’s approach. As a honeypot should interact with an attacker outside the network, the authors focused on increasing the network reachability rate by investigating emulation failure cases. Accordingly, FirmAE’s network intervention that configures a default network setting is fairly similar to Honware’s approach. However, FirmAE includes additional interventions to run web services for actively analyzing vulnerabilities in them, and such interventions even more increased the emulation rate (Table 5). Thus, we believe that arbitrated emulation can be useful to build an IoT honeypot as well.2

7 CONCLUSION

Analysis of embedded device security has received considerable attention. In this study, we investigated a large-scale firmware dataset and discovered that firmware emulation can substantially benefit from simple interventions. We proposed arbitrated emulation and interventions that can address high-level failure problems. With a prototype, FirmAE, we demonstrated that the proposed approach can boost the emulation rate of the state-of-the-art framework by 487%. We also performed dynamic analysis on the emulated firmware and found 23 unique vulnerabilities, including 12 0-days.
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